Circulating endothelial cells in cancer patients do not express tissue factor.
Numbers of circulating endothelial cells (CECs) are increased in cancer patients with progressive disease. Also, cancer patients have an increased risk for thrombotic events, being negatively associated with prognosis. Tissue factor (TF), the physiological initiator of coagulation, is present on the surface of many extravascular cells. In 34 samples from cancer patients and in seven from volunteers, CECs were quantified (with endothelium-specific anti-CD146 beads), and TF-activity assessed with a chromogenic assay. All samples displayed very limited TF-activity (patients: 1.6+/-3.1 microU; volunteers: 0.94+/-1.7 microU FXa/100 CECs, P = 0.30 by Mann-Whitney test). After in vitro TNFalpha-stimulation, CECs from both cancer patients and volunteers showed substantially increased TF-activity (endogenous activity: 17.3+/-6.4 microU; after TNFalpha-stimulation: 73.8+/-34.3 microU FXa; P = 0.028, Wilcoxon signed ranks test), reflecting the potential of CECs to generate biologically active TF. As the chromogenic assay determines a mean cellular TF-activity, we also analyzed immunohistochemical TF-antigen expression on CEC subsets. TF-antigen expression was undetectable. CECs isolated from cancer patients do not express TF. CECs can generate functional TF after stimulation and may therefore play a role in (intratumoral) coagulation induction and tumor angiogenesis.